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Welcome Gallery Explorers
Time to get your thinking caps on, by doing the activities 
in this gallery trail and exploring the fantastic work that 
is on show in Impressions Gallery. 
Please explore with an adult if you can, if you have any 
problems or questions you can ask the friendly 
Gallery Assistant on the front desk.

Well done! You have done an excellent job and 
we hope you have enjoyed it, now go and explore 
the other photographs in this gallery.
 Designed for KS2 as part of Impressions Gallery’s Look, Think, Talk and Do education programme.   
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Can you find the picture of Rosie Edwards ?
Rosie is a marathon runner, that means she can 
run a really long way, in fact 26miles and 385 
yards! Use the photograph to help you draw in 

her other half below.



 What can you see in the Gallery? 
Impressions Gallery is a photography gallery. 
At the moment we are showing an exhibition called 
Personal Best By Paul Floyd Blake. The exhibition was 
made over 5 years and tells us the stories of 16 young 
athletes leading up to the London 2012 Olympic and 
Paralympic games.

Can you find this Photograph?

Circle the words below that you think 
describe how this person feels

Thoughtful      Happy      Calm       Cold      

Colourful     Sad   Excited      Loud      

Peaceful      Spooky      Warm     Scared

The Olympic
Fact File

This photograph is of Rosie, she’s a excellent 
swimming and has won a silver medal. In this 
exhibition the photographs are all of people, 
these are called portraits. This picture is also a 
winner and won a portrait prize!

This summer will be the third time London has
has hosted the Olympic games.
 
205 nations will take part with 10,000 Athletes
in 26 sports in 300 events.

The most medals ever won by one person 
was Michael Phelps from the USA, who won 8 
medals in the 2008 Beijing Olympics all in 
swimming.

In total Great Britian has won 714 medals in all 
the Olympic Games so far, maybe one of these 
young people will win another this year!



Now lets put your looking skills to the test 

What are you really good at?
 for example, I am really good at eating cake 

and playing cards
Write or draw in the box below what you would 

win medals in.

Paul Floyd Blake
Word Search

Badminton, Swimming, Kayaking, 
Portrait, Olympics, Fencing, 

Running, Judo, London, Sport.

Well done explorers!
You’re so great at looking ! How many different 

sports did you notice on your hunt ? 

Can you find and tick the items below?
A pair of swimming goggles

A oar for rowing a kayak 

A fencing sword

A table tennis bat

A badminton racket



How would you feel if you could not play with 
your friends because you had to train everyday? 
And how would you feel if you were picked 
to be in Team GB like Ashely ? Excited ? Scared?
Draw or write in the box below

Looking skills are needed again,
 can you find this photography?

Paul Floyd Blake the photographer that took the 
pictures in this exhibition wanted to be a footballer 
when he grow up. 
What would you like to be when your older ? 

This is Ashely he is a table tennis player 
and has trained very hard to become one of the 
best players in Great Britain. 

Time to get looking again !
Can you work out whose outline this is ? I will give 
you a clue, Her top is Red. Once you have found the 
photograph, use it to help you fill in the missing parts.


